Samplogic is a free supply chain initiative by Veritas Petroleum Services (VPS) that offers

Samplogic is seamlessly integrated with the booking and tracking systems of the global market
leaders in international express delivery services. Information on the location of the bunker
fuel sample and notification alerts about potential issues that could result in delivery delays,
enable VPS to manage the shipping process efficiently.
Samplogic utilises cutting edge technology in a secure, online environment to realise
efficiencies and reduce costs for both our customers and shipping partners.

FEATURES OF SAMPLOGIC
Automated booking of fuel sample collection
With Samplogic, there is no longer a need to
call the courier service providers (e.g. DHL and
TNT) to arrange sample collection. Collection
requests can be made online and sent
electronically to the courier service providers,
thereby reducing manual processing time and
costs.
Automated
generation
of
shipping
documentation
Manual completion of shipping forms such as
Airway Bills and Pro Forma Invoices is
time-consuming. Samplogic caters for auto
generation of these documents, which saves
time and reduces probability of errors.

EXPECTED BENEFITS

Provides real-time information on the status of
fuel sample
VPS Order Number and Airway Bill Number
generated by Samplogic that serve as
references for tracking the status of shipment
pick-up.

Shipment visibility
Tracking function lets you stay updated on the
status of your sample shipment

Automated alerts enable close monitoring of
fuel sample transportation
To avoid delays an alert mechanism in
Samplogic automatically notifies VPS whenever
a delay is detected, so that proactive actions
can be taken.

Easy access
Provides a single point of contact where
collection of bunker fuel samples can be
arranged either manually or electronically at
any time, 24/7

Reduced effort in managing freight operations
Samplogic helps streamline and eliminate
manual processes in the current fuel sample
transportation operations
Improved transit time
Milestone tracking and alerts will notify the
parties concerned when a delay has occurred

GETTING STARTED WITH SAMPLOGIC
Access
- Using the Online Service
Through the VPS website www.v-p-s .com or directly from http://samplogic.v-p-s.com/
- Using Excel file Email
Please download our Sample Collection Form at http://www.v-p-s.com/. Complete the form with
required information and send it to samplogic_forms@v-p-s.com. Your completed form must be in
Excel format (.xls or. xlsx).
If you do not have internet access and you wish to receive the sample collection form, please
email us at samplogic_admin@v-p-s.com
- Using the VPS Order Form
When access to the internet is limited or unavailable, then you could complete the Sample
Collection Form enclosed with the VPS sampling kit and send it to our admin team at
samplogic_admin@v-p-s.com. The form can also be found on the VPS website under Downloads.

Schedule Collection online
The form is divided into two parts:
- Sample information
Select vessel or powerplant and then make sure to validate the name by choosing the correct
item from the list of the pop-up window.
Enter requested company information and include the email addresses if you would like them to
receive the shipping documents directly.
- Pickup Information
Complete the fields with the details where the sample is to be picked up
City and town can be the same and the postal City and town can be the same and the postal
choose from
Finalize your form by accepting the VPS terms and conditions

Submit
Now click submit and your sample will be on its way to a VPS laboratory soon!
Upon successful submission of the sample pickup request, a unique VPS Order Number and Airway
Bill Number will be assigned and all necessary shipping documentation will be sent to the email
addresses provided.
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